Tail Lift Automatic Tripping System
Tail Lifts have taken lives from driver and operator in the pass 10 years.
System Introduction

HKPC Tail Lift ATS was developed in 2016:

Until 2021, over **745 Trucks** have been installed with HKPC Tail Lift ATS.
System Feature

When the tail lift jaw is closing, the sensors will detect objects entering the dangerous zones, including the human parts and body. If any object is detected, the safety system will stop closing the jaw immediately. Until the area is clear again and the operator released the buttons.

✓ Active Safety System, different from the alert devices for passive protection in the market

✓ Safe operation for tail lift operators and people nearby

✓ Mature control system can make timely protection under any urgent situation

✓ Decreasing of casualties caused by tail lift operation
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